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Among various diseases, neural disorder or neural injury is widely recognized as one of the
serious issues. In this talk I will cover some of the possible approaches and related issues to
recover damaged nerve. I will discuss the compatibility of various amorphous carbon
nano/micro structures, namely, carbon nanofibers,
nanofibers carbon films and carbon micro-patterns
with nerve cells [neuroblastoma (N2a) cells and Schwann cells] in vitro. I will then explain the
neural cell morphology grown on different nano/micro
nano
carbon patterned substrates and then
cell fate processes i.e. cell proliferation, cell metabolic activity and cell apoptosis analyzed
using flow cytometry at various time points in culture. I will also discuss the efficacy of
amorphous carbon substrates as neural electrodes to support neuronal cell fate processes in
vertical electric field mediated culture conditions and a unique protocol to stimulate nerve
cells using these carbon electrodes. Finally, I will discuss my future plans which concern the
study of magnetic polymers for therapeutic applications.
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